//(^) = w(^-1 (£')) for allocs" 1 .
We would like to pose the inverse problem: Given a probability measure ju on S n , is there a domain Q for which /z(2?) = co(g~{(E))? Loosely speaking, we would like to find the convex domain given harmonic measure as a function of the unit normal.
We will solve the problem in case dju = Rd6, R smooth and positive. THEOREM Our problem is natural for three reasons. First, it is analogous and closely related to the classical Minkowski problem. Second it is entirely solved in the plane by a continuous version of the well-known SchwarzChristoffel formula. Third, the proof requires new, optimal estimates for harmonic measure in convex domains. These estimates dovetail with recent optimal estimates for the Monge-Ampère equation due to L. Caffarelli. The proof of Theorem 1 depends by way of Caffarelli's methods on the entire development of regularity theory in the Minkowski problem. We would like to thank L. Caffarelli for explaining his recent results and for his encouragement.
The Minkowski problem is to find a convex body Q given Gaussian curvature AT as a function of the unit normal. (See [3] .) But K is the Jacobian determinant of the Gauss map; informally, dd = Kda or do = ( 1 /K) dd. Thus the Minkowski problem can be rephrased: Find the convex domain Q given surface measure da as a function of the unit normal. In our problem we have simply replaced surface measure with harmonic measure.
The Schwarz-Christoffel formula 2 ). Thus we can realize any ju that is a finite sum of delta functions by a suitable polygon
Q.
In general, for an arbitrary probability measure ju on [0,2n) define the monotone function U:
where V(z) is the harmonic conjugate of U. If we normalize O by <!>(/) = 0, then g*(co) = //, as desired. Notice that V is unique up to an additive constant, so that Q is unique up to dilation. Regularity properties of the Poisson integral and Hilbert transform imply that if dju = Rdd with R e C k > a (S l ), k = 0,1,2,... 0 < a < 1 and R > 0, then U and V belong to C k+l > a and dQ is a C /:+2 '°!, strictly convex curve.
Estimates for harmonic measure. The estimates for harmonic measure that we need are expressed in terms of cross-sections of ft. Let H = {x e R N :(x-x 0 )-a> 0} be a half-space. Let E = ftndH and F = (dQ)nH. Let \E be the subset of E given by dilation by the factor 1/2 from an origin defined as the center of mass of E. Let \F be the set of points of F whose orthogonal projection onto dH lies in \E. 
These estimates should be compared with the case of Lipschitz domains. (See, e.g. [5] .) Estimate (b) permits h to vanish but not to blow up. The key difference with the Lipschitz case is that instead of looking at "surface balls" of the form B t (x) n dQ we need to use the sets F, which resemble ellipses with uncontrolled eccentricity. In addition to proving that T is open, the proposition contains a uniqueness result: the only infinitesimal changes that preserve R are dilations. This is known as infinitesimal rigidity.
The fact that T is closed depends on a priori inequalities. We need to show that given a strictly convex, C k+2 > a domain Q, the C k+2 ' a norm and modulus of strict continuity are controlled by the C k > a norm and positive lower bound of R. Then a standard limiting argument shows that T is closed.
First of all, we dilate Q so that B\ is the smallest ball containing Q. Apart from the factor h, this is the equation of the Minkowski problem. R is a smooth function of 0, so the right-hand side involves only first derivatives of w. The function h is the normal derivative of Green's function. As one can see from R 2 and from the linearized operator L, the factor h should be viewed as a nonlinear first order pseudodifferential operator on w. Its regularity properties are only slightly worse that those of R and 1 + |Vw| 2 . Our strategy is to derive some regularity for h and deduce some further regularity for w from the Monge-Ampère equation (**). Next, based on new estimates for w, we can improve our regularity estimates for h, and so on. Note that Theorem 2 implies that E = (1 + \Vw\ 2 )^n +2> >l 2 hlR satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4 because \Vw\ is bounded above and R is bounded above and below by positive constants. Theorem 4 follows from the method used by L. Caffarelli [1] to derive the same conclusion from the stronger hypothesis Cf 1 < ƒ < Ci. As a result of Theorem 4 we have control on the modulus of continuity of the Gauss map and hence of (1 + \Vw\ 2 Y n+2^2 /R. An application of Theorem 3 implies that our function ƒ satisfies, in addition,
with S -> 0 as vol(E) -• 0. Once we have C la! control of w it follows that h has an a priori positive lower bound and h belongs to C a . From this point on the regularity of (1 + \Vw\ 2 Y n+2^2 /R and h are identical, and a somewhat more standard bootstrap argument leads to a priori bounds on the C k+2>a norm of w. This concludes the proof of existence.
For uniqueness observe that local uniqueness implies that the map from çk+z,a d oma i ns (modulo dilation) to densities R in C k > a is a local homeomorphism. The existence proof, local uniqueness, and a bifurcation argument yield a continuous right inverse to this map. It is then easy to check that the range of the inverse map is both closed and open, and hence the map is surjective. I am indebted to P. Pansu and B. E. J. Pahlberg for explaining this proof of uniqueness to me.
One may be able to pursue the analogy with the Minkowski problem further. We propose that f dQt x • 6 dco(x) is a concave function of t if Q' = (1 -t)Q° + tQ\ and that this function is linear only when Q l is a dilate of Q°. This is analogous to the Brunn-Minkowski inequality, which leads to uniqueness in the generalized Minkowski problem (see [3] ).
